When I first heard the "Big News" about viper venom being the cause of the illnesses now decimating entire countries, it came from a confused person who thought they were pouring viper venom into the Municipal water systems --- and I said, nah.... they are already poisoning the water with Chlorine and Fluoride and that is poison enough.

Viper venom is far too costly to just dump in the city water main and hope for results.

But then, I sat down and watched Dr. Bryan Ardis' interview with Stew Peters, and a very different version of the story emerged. They aren't dumping venom into water systems.

They are dumping mRNA from poisonous snakes into our bodies --- if we let them --- and that scrap of snake mRNA is producing snake-based spike proteins that provoke immune responses and lock down on the same receptors as nicotine.

They are polluting the human genome with snake genetic material. In ecclesiastical terms, they are polluting the blood and the souls of their victims.

And they are monitoring their results by checking waste water for levels of snake proteins shed from those who were vaccinated. That's where my friend got confused and thought they were putting snake venom into wells.

These people--- if they can ever deserve the name--- have gone utterly, irreparably, insane. And they have unleashed this plague on the rest of humanity without sense or pity, upon black and white, young and old, rich and poor, all alike.
They use many excuses. They claim that the Earth is overpopulated, yet we are facing a population collapse throughout the developed world. They claim that human-caused increases in carbon dioxide are causing global warming, when in fact, we are losing oxygen and facing a grand solar minimum and a likely ice age.

It's all nothing but lies, lies, and more lies, day after day, but the Truth has an odd way of asserting itself. Try reading this article aloud and you will see for yourselves. The Truth will not be denied, because you can hear it, feel it, and sense it.
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